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[This report is based on issues and recommendations shared by various groups and
individuals in the ‘Orissa State-level Public Consultation’ held on 22nd July 2010, in
Bhubaneswar, by the MoEF/MoTA Committee on the Forest Rights Act, and on case
studies shared by organizations subsequently.]

State Level Public Consultation
As a part of wider consultation on implementation of Forest Rights Act, 2006, National
Committee on Forest Rights Act organised a State Level Public Consultation on 22nd July
2010 at the Tribal Exhibition Ground in Bhubaneswar, Odisha. The State level
consultation was hosted by the Schedule Caste and Schedule Tribes Research and
Training Institute, Bhubaneswar with request from the Committee.
The state-level consultation was attended by over 400 people from 28 of Orissa’s 30
districts (see list of participants annexed). Most participants were from local tribal
(including PTG) or non-tribal communities, in addition to which there were several
NGOs. Many networks active across the state or across several districts, such as the
Orissa Jungle Manch, Ekta Parishad, Orissa Adivasi Manch, Orissa Protected Area
Network, CSD Orissa, and several community forest protection Mahasanghas, also
participated. Besides the representatives of communities, civil societies and networks,
senior officials of the SC & ST Development Department and State Forest Department
were also present during the introductory session, and some forest officials for various
durations. A few media persons were present throughout, and others joined for a media
briefing towards the end of the consultation.
The State level Public Consultation was started at 10 a.m. with the welcome address by
Dr. A.B. Ota, Director, SCSTRTI. Mr. Ashish Kothari explained the purpose of the public
consultation and about the joint committee constituted by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs
and Ministry of Environment and Forests. Mr. Vinod Kumar, IFS, Special Secretary, ST
& SC Development Department shared overview of implementation of the Act. After that
Mr. Ashish Kothari requested participants to share their submissions before the
committee.
During the consultation over 60 oral
submissions, and about 50 written
submissions out of 120 written
submissions,, were presented mostly
from communities including the
representatives of PTGs and some from
NGOs. Besides, the submissions from
the communities and civil society
organizations, one political party
(Samajwadi) also gave a written
submission.
As most of the communities didn’t get opportunity for on stage submission, the
committee members requested them to drop their submission in the submission box and
ensured them that their submissions would be taken into consideration during preparation
of the report. At the end, with a vote of thanks the consultation was concluded.

Issues and cases
A. Forest rights, Claims and issues of implementation:

1. Individual forest rights: The rights on forest land include forest land under
occupation for habitation and cultivation, rights in and over disputed land, conversion
of leases/pattas/grants on forest land into permanent titles and rights to land for illegal
displacement. There are depositions specifying issues concerning individual rights.
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•

There are cases of vaguely worded titles, without clear maps or any boundaries,
area etc, which could lead to conflicts or exclusions later. For instance titles on
forest land issued to Ghanshyam Majhi, Laxmidhar Majhi, Raising Majhi of
village Kermeli and Parsuram Majhi, Debraj Majhi of village Pethiapali of
Kermeli GP, Nuapada block of Nuapada district are not the forest lands under
their occupation and claimed, but are land of others. After identifying this FRCs
of the village had appealed at DLC pointing out the error and requesting reverification and necessary corrections. The welfare officer tried to explain that
this happened because of the fault of RI/Forester who were involved in the
verification process and assured re-verification, but until now the cases are not
verified and corrected and are still pending with the district administration1.There
are cases where there is no mention of the name of the dependent family
members in some individual forest rights entitlement issued in these village. In
many cases title is issued in the name of the family as per encroachment records,
but not in the name of actual claimants based on actual occupation and claims.
The actual claim is overlooked in such case2.

•

A widespread problem is that area of the land over which rights have been
recognised is less than the claimed land. For instance in Kadapoda village of
Keonjhar only 11 out of 34 families have got the record of rights as per claims.
Only one of the three sons of Panchu Naik, the widower from Bena village of
Keonjhar, has got a title. Nilamani Naik, widow of Dharpani Naik, has received
title for .27 cents only against her claim of 1.50 acre in Keonjhar3. Titles for
lesser land have also been issued in villages of Deogarh district. Anandita Toppo
of Ludhar village in Deogarh district has got only 1.14 acres of land against the
claim of 2.7 acres which is under actual occupation. She is now concerned that
the left out area will be reclaimed by the forest department. Other villages of the
same district have complained that rights are pre-selected by revenue and forest
officials at the sub-district and district level without considering the decision of
Gram Sabha. 4.

•

Misinterpretation of the meaning of bonafide livelihood needs and land ceiling:
In Jashipur block of Mayurbhanj district the local groups have reported that
during field verification the technical support teams (RI/Amins) are adding both
revenue land in possession and forest land under occupation while applying the
land ceiling of four hectares. For example if a claimant possesses 4 acres of
revenue land (Patta land) and has also 8 acres of forest land under occupation
then out of the 8 acres the verification team is recording 6 acres leaving out 2
acres on the ground that both the revenue and forest holding add up to more than
10 acres. Such application of the provision on ceiling is not in keeping with the
provisions of the Act. The law provides that this land ceiling under section 4 (6)

Duryodhan Majhi of Sunabeda Sanghasrh Vahni, Kermeli, Nuapada
Submission by Trilochan Punji, Balangir on the case of Gangadhar Majhi of village Bidhibahal.
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of the Act is applicable to rights recognized under section 3 (1)(a) over forest
land only5. In another case the District Level Committee, Sundergarh and the PAITDA instructed technical committees not to consider claims from claimants
having royati/revenue land during the field verification. The technical committees
were provided with a format for joint verification which required the claimants to
inform if they possess any revenue land. Local NGOs later pointed out this to the
district administration. But application of such process for verification in the first
phase has already left out a number of families who are otherwise eligible to get
their rights under the law6.
•

There are cases where claims are rejected due to the disputed status of the land. In
village Banktal in Kulundi GP of Jamenkira block in Sambalpur district 30 tribal
families (Munda and Kisan) had claimed forest land which was verified and
recommended by Gram Sabha to the SDLC, Kuchnida. The SDLC rejected the
claims on the ground that there are no records/details like plot/khata no,
compartment number etc in both revenue and forest records. The SDLC has not
informed the gram sabha about the rejection and the claims are yet to be
processed as the land status remains disputed. Claims of other families in the
village are already approved by the SDLC and DLC for titles7. Unavailability of
records should not be the exclude the claims, but there is no proactive action by
the SDLC/DLC to address the issue.

•

Inter-state claims: There are cases of inter-state claims in Sundergarh where in
bordering villages claims are made on forest land across the border in Jharkhand,
in Mayurbhanj where the seasonal access of the Mankadia communities goes into
the forest areas of Jharkhand and West-Bengal, in Nuapada where the habitat of
the Chuktia Bhunjia PTG community spreads across the forests of Orissa and
Chhatisgarh.

•

Inordinate delay by the authorities in finalizing the claims has come out as a cause
for disaffection among the people who have claimed rights. For instance Chandal
Sahu (a Gond tribal) of village Baghamunda in Deogarh district has shown that
he was occupying forest land for last 53 years and he has been demanding rights
on it. He even fought his case in High Court which in 2007 ordered to the
authorities to settle his case. Later he applied for forest land under FRA, but even
after two years his claim is not finalized8.

2. Displacement and FRA: Despite provisions in the Forest Rights Act for rights of
communities displaced due to developmental interventions these are not being
implemented. A number of depositions were shared on cases of displacement due to
dams, irrigation projects, mining and industries etc where the displaced communities
have not got their rights.
•
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A number of cases of previous displacement were brought up, where those
displaced have had to resettle on forest land (e.g. in the case of Rourkela steel
plant, Sundergarh district).

Reported by CREFTDA, Jashipur
CIRTD, Sundergarh
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•

In the displaced villages of Indrāvati Dam Project in Koraput Forest Rights
Committees is not formed9.

•

In Deogarh Rengali dam displaced families had obtained 6.5 acres forest lands for
habitation and agriculture as per rehabilitation policy. Later “K” form (lease
document) was issued and it was said by district administration that the land patta
will be regularized. But after 1980 the pattas were not issued on the land and
even after implementation of FRA people are demanding permanent patta in that
area or rehabilitation in alternative place. 10There are number of complaints of
displacement and infringement of rights for mining and industrial projects. It was
pointed out that POSCO is going to violate FRA if tribals in 40 villages near and
around Khandadhar in Sundergarh are displaced by it’s mining lease. Its captive
port at Jatadhari will negatively influence agriculture work in undivided Cuttak
District. Vedanta project in Kalahandi is going to affect the rights of Dongria
kondhs and the biodiversity of Niyamgiri. For TATA,tribals in Kalinga Nagar are
facing environmental threats. Power Projects in Dhenkanal, Anugul and
Sundragarh have caused environmental threats. Companies involved are
NALCO, NTPC, Bhushan, Jindal, Naba Bharat Steels. Establishment of Sahara
Power Project is to create such problems in Titlagarh, Bolangir11.

3. Definition and scope of forest land (Hill land): There are issues with regard to
application of the implementation process only to select categories of forests
excluding other forest and lands. Such cases have come up from the field areas.
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•

A trend is emerging in the state that most of claims recognized so far are only on
revenue forests or forests within the village boundaries, but claims on reserve
forests and claims in protected areas are selectively excluded. Like in Simlipal
during field verification applications filed for rights over reserve forest land,
protected forest land and forestland within Simlipal sanctuary were excluded12.

•

An issue peculiar to Orissa is that of ‘pahad kisam’, or ‘hill type’, lands that have
forest on them, but are revenue lands. Claims to these have been turned down as
this is not legally forest land. For example in Koraput, Reserve Forest Areas is
478.86 sq. km., Demarcated protected forest is 984.58 sq. km. , Un classified
forests 0.68 sqkms and Other forest are is 415.41 sq km and broadly forest area
is 22.5 to total geographical area in Koraput and about 30% area is classified as
Pahad or Parbat Kisam in Koraput. Communities have been engaged in
protection and conservation of forests over long period of time on these lands.
These communities are submitting their claims for these categories of lands, but
the technical team has been rejecting a large number of claims for community
forest rights as these come under the Pahad Kisam. The claims of four villages
Chandabad, Dusmantapur, Sisaput and Admonda have been rejected due to this13.
Similarly villagers of Jaladiha village in Koida block of Sundergarh have alleged
that claims by 58 families of the village are not verified by showing that the land

Koraput Zilla Banabasi Sangha
Submission by displaced families from Udaypur hamlet, Lutar, Dimirikuda, Teleibani, Debagarh
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Deposition by Samajbadi Party and Congress
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Submission by Zilla Jungle Manch, Mayurbhanj
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Submission by PRAGATI, Koraput
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is Pahad kisam because government intends to provide the land in Khandadhar
for mining purpose14. Till now the issue of Pahad Kisam land is not clarified by
the government. If the interpretation of the FRA use of the term ‘forest’ includes
area that is physically/biologically forest (using also the Supreme Court’s
definition of forest as per dictionary definition), such lands should be eligible for
claims under FRA.
•

Change in classification of forest land during settlements is a major issue. In
many areas classification/types of lands recorded as forest land in the earlier
settlements (SABAK settlement) has changed to other types/kisams in the
subsequent settlements (HAL settlements). Such lands whose classification has
changed are not considered as forest land for recognition of rights under FRA.
For instance in Kuchnida sub-division in Sampbalpur district (which comes under
scheduled area) it has been found that a large number of claims (about 60 to 70
percent) are on land whose classification has changed from forest land to other
category of land in the settlements and now such claims are not considered by the
SDLC and DLC15. This is a common problem in other parts of state. This is
despite of the fact that there is a circular by the Orissa government clarifying that
such lands whose classification has changed should also be considered under
FRA.

•

In many areas forest land reserved for ex-military personnel (Jawan plots) in the
records (Khatians) are not recognized in favour of the persons occupying the
land16.

4. Community Forest Rights: Recognition of community forest rights is a major area of
concern with just 2648 community claims filed at the FRC level out of which 510
titles (many of which are not community rights under section 3 (1), but developmental
facilities under section 3 (2)) are issued on a forest area of 44631.47 acres. The
community claims and titles issued so far if compared with the number of forest
fringe villages in the state which is 29302 (about 60 percent of the total villages of the
state) and the number of villages protecting forests which is around 12 000 shows that
community forest rights require more attention. The issues which have come up in the process
of recognition of community forest rights and related depositions are discussed below.

•
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Despite guidelines issued by the state government there is lack of clarity at the
local administration on the various community forest rights under FRA, the
procedure of claiming and on how the claims should be mapped and processed.
For instance in Mayurbhanj a sample format on community claims is in
circulation which itself denies existence of rights such as i) rights on community
uses and entitlements over water bodies and fishing, ii) rights of nomadic tribes
(though Mankadias in the district are nomadic tribes having rights of seasonal
access over the forest), iii) rights of PTGs including their habitat rights (though
the district has three PTGs Khadias, Mankadias and Lodhas). The section on
other traditional rights in the format even informs that the rights include right to
get benefits under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) the meaning of

Submission by Jaladiha village, Koida block, Sundergarh
Case reported by Dushmant Pradhan, Badrama Abhayaranya Vikas Parishad
16
Cases reported from Outal, Saruali, Barkote, Deogarh
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which is not clear to the villagers and which can hardly be called a ‘traditional’
right17.
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•

Barring few cases, the process of determination and claim of CFR has been
carried out by the FD and technical support team without the involvement of
gram sabha and FRCs which is infringement of the authority of the gram sabha.
Villagers of Kapand (Banabasa), a colony of Khadia PTG community relocated
from Simlipal, have pointed out that CFR title issued to them on 1550.36 hectare
of forest area is not as per the community forest rights identified and claimed by
the community and that the Khadia-Mankadia Development Agency has taken
signatures from 40 Khadia families in a blank format18. Similar cases are also
reported from the district of Kalahandi. There are also cases of imposition of
JFM/VSS boundaries on the CFR claims, which may or may not match the
boundaries claimed by the community (see below, separate point on this);

•

There are cases where nistar rights (fuel wood collection, use of timber for
household purposes), which was earlier enjoyed by communities and which is
now recognized in the FRA, are denied by the government authorities. For
instance the community claim format distributed by the district administration in
Mayurbhanj mentions that collection of firewood is not a community right under
FRA.

•

Minor Forest Produce (KL, Bamboo)- Though ownership rights on MFP
provided under the Act include kendu leaf and bamoo these are excluded in the
recognition process. Sarpanch and members of Lunibahal GP in Harbhanga block
of Boudh district have submitted a memorandum to the Governor of Orissa
pointing out that no necessary steps are being taken by the state government to
ensure rights on kendu leaf and bamoo under FRA and have demanded that
necessary support be provided to support disposal of KL and Bamboo19. In many
areas people have protested bamboo leases issued to paper mills in the forest
areas claimed as community forest resources.

•

Primitive Tribal Groups: Many of the 13 PTGs in the state have habitats or
territories of their own and the Forest Rights Act provides for rights of
community tenure over habitats. However not much has been done for the CFR
and ‘habitat’ rights of PTGs. Claims on habitat rights filed by Juang in Keonjhar
district and Dongria Kondhs in Kalahandi are
still pending with the SDLC and DLC. After
one year of filling of CFR of 24 villages in
Niyamgiri SDLC has verified of only 5
villages. Even in this verification Forest ranger
did not accompany the verification team .Even
though it has been five months since the
verification is over the communities are yet to

Formats for community claims shared by the district administration of Mayurbhanj
Submission by villagers of Kapand (Banabasa) of Mayurbhanj in the public consultation. The submission
includes the list of forest rights determined by the community and the community title issued by the
authorities.
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receive the report of the verification team20. In Keonjhar claim by Juang villages
on the Satkhand pirha (customary habitat of Juangs) is pending with the SDLC.
The SDLC has reportedly told the villagers that they will recommend community
forest rights for each of the village, but not the collective right over their larger
habitat and that the SDLC and DLC of Keonjhar have sought clarification from
the tribal department on recognition of habitat rights. The SDLC and DLC are of
the view that since habitat of the Juangs include both revenue and forest land they
are unable to finalize the habitat right21. Similarly the claim submitted over the
Bhuiyan pirh, the community habitat of Paudi Bhuiyan PTG, is not accepted
saying that they are not Paudi Bhuiyan22. Claims by Paudi Bhuyans in the
proposed mining area of Khandadhar are not supported by the government
officials23. In several places (e.g. Simlipal), PTGs have been resettled, or where
they were nomadic, forcibly settled into permanent villages, and in such
situations their traditional territories may no longer be accessible to them unless
their legitimate right to reclaim those territories under the FRA is respected.
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•

Seasonal Access of Nomadic and pastoralist communities: There are problems
with the nomadic groups being able to access the FRA process to claim rights.
For instance Mankadias from Mayurbhanj mentioned about non-recognition of
their rights of seasonal access spread across districts and even other states.

•

Shifting cultivation: Community rights over shifting cultivation are yet to be
recognized under FRA in different parts of the state. There are cases from
Kalhandi where shifting cultivation lands are not considered during the
verification process or only that portion/plot is considered which is being
cultivated by the claimants at the time of verification leaving all other plots which
are seasonally/rotationally used by the community. In one such case in Kalahandi
in village Munduguda and Gurpang under Jugsaipatna panchyat, claims on
shifting cultivation lands are rejected by the verification team of revenue and
forest officials. As per the traditional practice in shifting cultivation one plot is
cultivated whereas the other plots are left for regeneration and then a cycle is
followed. In the above villages during verification the technical team mapped
only the land which was under occupation in that season but denied to map other
podu lands which are left fallow and on which there is a forest growth. The
villagers tried to explain the team that the shifting cultivation practice is such that
plots left fallow regenerate within the cycle and are then used for cultivation. But
the officials were not convinced about the nature of right and left out the podu
lands in the verification24.

•

Community rights title: Titles for CFRs are being given in the names of some
individuals (at times, only the FRC members or JFMC members). Conditions are
also imposed on community rights. For instance in Kalahandi the title issued
mentions that the community rights conferred can be exercised if holders of
rights i) protect wildlife areas and corridors, ii) do not encourage encroachment
of forest land in future and iii) take necessary steps to protect forest and wildlife

Case reported by Living Farm, Bhubaneswar
Case reported by Birabara Naik, Banavasi Chetana Samiti, Keonjhar
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Submission by Chanda Baradi, President Anchalik Jungal Adhikar Committee, Banspal, Keonjhar
23
Submission by Paudi Bhyans from Bonai, Sundergarh
24
Case reported by Karlapat Vananchal Vikas Parishad, Karlapat, Kalahandi
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under section 5 of the Act. Subjecting the rights to conditions is not in accordance
with the provisions of FRA as the law does not stipulate any conditions for
exercise of rights.
5. JFM and FRA: Across the state there seems to be an imposition of the JFM model on
the FRA process.
•

There is confusion between the Forest Rights Committee and the Village Forest
Protection Committee (VSS under JFM). In many places existing VSSs are
converted into the FRCs without giving a chance to the gram sabha and the local
community to decide. For example in Keonjhar VSS of a village has been
converted into the FRC in the first gram sabha attended by government
officials25.

•

Communities are being told, or being given boundaries that have been fixed under
JFM to claim community rights. In the case of Mayurbhanj a readymade format
(in place of Form B attached to the FR Rules) was being given to people to fill in,
which made communities accept conditions that are not in the Act/Rules, and
instead accept the JFM/VSS framework. The FD here has made maps for 140
VSS areas and provided them to communities.

•

In Koraput VSS are being promoted by the JBIC project during the claim making
process and plantations are being done through the VSS on land claimed under
FRA. In a case in village Beniamaliguda of Ramgiri GP in Koraput 12 tribal
families were beaten up by the forest department after they protested plantation in
the land claimed by them26.

6. Other Traditional Forest Dwellers: Rights of OTFDs in Orissa remain a serious
problem. The issues relating to OTFDs are, i) wrong interpretation by the state
government of the meaning of the eligibility criteria for OTFDs. The general
interpretation is that to be eligible the OTFDs have to provide evidence of both
residence and continuous occupation of the forest land for 75 years. Authorities have
further added to the woes of OTFDs by insisting on documentary evidence for 75
years of residence and dependence on the forest land claimed disregarding other types
of permitted evidence such as physical and oral evidence. Following are few
examples.
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•

In Nuapada district in the Sunabeda Wildlife sanctuary area individual forest
rights claims were filed from 77 villages where 2824 ST and 1040 OTFD filed
their individual claims but titles were issued only to 2582 ST claimants27.

•

Govindpalli, Mainsikhalla, Kamalapadar and Gajiaguda are four revenue villages
under Govindpalli Panchayat in Khairput block of Malkangiri district. These
villages have mixed population of tribals and non-tribal. To establish their rights
over forestlands which are under their occupation and which they have been
cultivating for livelihood, claims were submitted following the due process under
FRA. In Govindpalli village 48 claims for individual rights were filed by ST

Deposition by Maa Kalapat VSS-Benna, Block Telkoi, Dist- Keunjhar.
Submission by Gopal Nayak, member, Bhumi Adhikar Sangathan, Koraput
27
Deposition filed by Sunabeda Sangharsh Vahini, Kermeli, Nuapada
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while 37 claims were filed by OTFD. Similarly, in Mainsikhalla village out of
total 21 claims filed 19 were from ST and 2 belonged to OTFD. Even in other
two villages claims have been filed by ST as well as OTFD. However, it is found
that only the claims of ST people from these four villages have been settled
(Govindpalli – 48, Mainsikhalla – 19, Kamalapadar – 36, Gajiaguda – 51). On
enquiring about the status of claims filed by OTFD, the people are informed
that there is no government order for settling the claims of OTFD. FRA is only
meant for the tribal people28.
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•

The situation is worse in Kandhamal. The FRC of village Petamaha has submitted
that out of 22 individual claims 10 belongs to OTFDs (SCs). The concerned
Tehsildar has informed that the OTFDs land would be rejected and only ST
would get the title29. In another case in village Mundanaju the Tehsildar said
only 7 ST claimants would get the title and others would get in the second
phase30. Even the district officials share that claims from other traditional forest
dwellers are not accepted during the verification process.

•

Leases on forest land issued earlier to OTFD are not considered under FRA
despite provision for conversion of leases/grants issued on forest land into titles.
Such cases are reported from Podadihi village under Khilei GP, in Riamal block,
Deogarh, and Baghamunda village of Barkote block31. Similarly 26 families, who
were displaced in 1985 due to the Rengali dam project, are living in Udaipur, a
hamlet of village Ludhar in Tileibani block of Deogarh district. These families
did not have recorded land (patta land) in the village from where they were
displaced and had only occupied forest land. After relocation they were provided
forest land (lease land) for habitation and cultivation in Laimura reserve forest
and were promised that the leases shall be converted into permanent titles in due
course of time. However after 1980 the leases were not made permanent. Even
after enactment of the FRA these families have not been able to claim due to the
restriction of three generation for the OTFD32.

•

Even the community rights of OTFDs are not recognized. In Ranpur about 117
claims are filed by community forestry groups of which titles are issued to only
two tribal villages with 100 percent Kondh community. Locals claim that
although the same community is living in other villages they have not got the
rights because they are mentioned as
Oriya Kondhs in the records. These
Oriya Kondh villages were getting
benefits for STs until 2002 when it was
stopped following a clarification issued
by the government. A case regarding the

Case reported by Biranchi Barik, Govindpalli, Krantikari, Yuvak Sangha
Submission by Secretary & President, Forest Rights Committee, Petamaha, Kandhamal
30
Submission by Bulu Nayak, Secretary & Dillip Kumar Nayak, President, Forest Rights Committee,
Mundanaju, Kandhama.
31
Case reported by RCDC, Bhubaneswar
32
Submission by the families displaced due to Rengali Dam from Deogarh
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status of the community is also pending in the High Court33.
•

Non-inclusion of some communities in the ST list of the government has led to
their exclusion from the FRA process. Many such communities (e.g. SAARA,
Odia Kondhs, Khaira Paik) have filed memorandum and petitions to the
government to address the issue34. Paharias of Nuapada is another case where the
community is declared as PTG in Chhatisgarh (and there they have received
titles), but the same Paharia community is kept under the SEBC/OBC (Socially &
Educationally Backward Classes/Other Backward Class)category across the
border in Orissa (who have not got any rights under FRA so far though they have
been able to provide evidence for 75 years)35.

•

In the case of non-STs, since most displacements for development projects are
less than 75 years ago, they are not considered eligible as OTFDs which
questions the meaning and scope of the provisions of displacement for the other
traditional forest dwellers. For example the villagers were displaced from
Derjang Irrigation Project to Badmul village by the State Govt of Orissa in 1968.
The villagers’ economic condition is very pathetic as the govt has not fulfilled all
the promises made during displacement. They are not able to get rights on the
forest land under their occupation due to the criteria of three generations36.

7. Forest and unsurveyed villages: The provision for conversion of forest villages and
unsurveyed villages in the state into revenue village under FRA is yet to be
implemented. The common issues are with regard to identification of such villages
and initiation of the process of conversion. There are number of issues which have
been shared by community and organizations on forest villages.
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•

There is confusion with regard to the information on the forest and unsurveyed
villages present in the states. The list of forest village and unsurveyed village
prepared by the state government on the basis of 2001 census is often disputed at
the local level.

•

At the field level forest villages/habitations are not identified yet. Ramgiri,
Dandabadi and Chipakur Panchayats under Boipariguda Block of Koraput
comprises of 107 revenue villages & 45 forest settlements. So far no initiatives
have been undertaken in these 3 Panchayats to accord revenue village status to
these 45 forest villages under FRA Act and Rules. Similarly Khuntiamb village
of Chakuliabahal Panchayat under Jamakira block of Sambalpur coming within
the Badrama Wildlife Sanctuary is a forest village which has filed claim for
conversion into revenue village through FRC since 2008. Letters have been
repeatedly sent by FRC of the village to SDLC for verification and settlement of
the claims. Representations have also been sent by the Badrama Abhyarana Vikas
Parishad, a local federation, to SDLC in this regard. However, the committee has

Case reported by Maa Maninaga Jungle Surakshya Parishad, Ranpur, Nayagarh
Memorandum submitted by the SAARA, Odia Kondhs and Khaira Paik communities to ST & SC
Development Department, GoO, National Commission for Scheduled Tribes, Member of Parliament.
35
Discussion with members of Kamar Samaj (Traditional institution of Paharias), Detail of the community
struggle for recognition is described in the report PAHARIAS; The Struggle of a Tribe for Recognition
which can be accessed at http://www.undp.org.in/content/pub/PovertyReduction/Paharias.pdf
36
Deposition by Badmul villagers.
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said that they are not able to proceed due to the ambiguity in the Act and Rules
with regard to procedures of conversion and settlement of forest village into
revenue village and is therefore not undertaking any pro-active actions37.

•

In case of conversion of forest/unsurveyed village there is also the issue of
whether the village as a whole should first be converted into a revenue village
and individual rights recognized afterwards instead of the reverse process.

8. Rights in protected areas: Unlike most other states, the process of recognition of
rights in the protected areas of the state is better in the sense claims are verified and
titles issued. However there are still problems which are highlighted by communities
living in the wildlife areas.
•

Till now the FD is resisting the implementation of FRA in the protected areas
mainly in the tiger reserves. This is evident from the case of Simlipal where
claims were not received from the core area and people were told that there is no
use claiming as they are going to be relocated. In Sunabeda and Simlipal people
are not allowed to conduct training and awareness programs on FRA38.In
Satkosia Tiger Reserve, even FRCs have not been formed.

•

CFRs are being delayed or denied inside most PAs. Villages coming under the
Badrama Wildlife Sanctuary have filed community claims since 2008, but even
after two years of implementation no steps have been taken by the SDLC and
DLC to process the claims39. The villages have now issued notice to the state
level monitoring committee under section 7 and 8 of the Act against the SDLC
and DLC of Sambalpur for not taking any step for processing of community
claims and have also mentioned that they will seek intervention of the High Court
if no action is taken in response to the notice.

•

In some areas, like the tiger reserves (especially where Critical Tiger Habitat has
been declared), there remains an implicit or explicit proposal to relocate villages,
leading to confusion on whether they can claim rights or not. Claims for rights
over forestland inside Simlipal Sanctuary are not being entertained. They are
being told that it is a critical tiger habitat. Declaration of critical tiger habitat by
the wildlife department is negatively impacting the rights of villagers of Jenabil,
Jamuna and Bakua. In Satkosia TR the claims of the villages, which are proposed
to be displaced due to tiger conservation project, are not accepted. Instead, the
forest department has been threatening and harassing them40.

•

Critical Wildlife Habitats (CWHs): The state government has shared no
information regarding the process of declaration of CWH, but apparently Orissa
is the first state to send CWH proposals to the central government; three so far
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Submission by Badrama Abhayaranya Vikas Parishad, Badrama Wildlife Sanctuary, Sambalpur
Submission by students of Amity Business School, Bhubaneswar
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Memorandum submitted by Badrama Abhayaranya Vikas Parishad to the Chief Secretary and members
of the state level monitoring committee regarding recognition of community rights.
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Prafulla Kumar Nayak & Santosh Kumar Pradhan, Adima Adhibasi Satkosia, Satkosia
Ganda Abhayaranya, Baisipalli, Dist: Nayagarh.

(Bhitarkanika, Nalabana, and Chandaka). But since implementation of the Act
field reports have come in regarding the process of declaration of CWH in some
of the PAs like Badrama and Karlapat where people have raised objections. In
Badrama in May 2008 letters were issued to the FRCs of some village by the
Range Forest Officer to inform that the village and its surrounding environment
is proposed to be included in Critical Wildlife Habitat and to request to convene
Gram Sabha to discuss the matter. The FRCs of the villages wrote back to the FD
and SDLC informing them that the letter has created confusion and has affected
the process of determination of rights which had just started after March. They
also pointed out that the letter is not in accordance with the CWH guidelines
which require the authorities to share complete proposal and information on the
CWH, but the letter did not have any information regarding the proposal.
9. Plantations on lands having claims/rights: A very widespread complaint which has
come up is that lands that are under occupation or being used for community needs,
are being planted over under JBIC, CAMPA, or other projects. Forcible plantations of
Eucalyptus, Teak and other commercial plantations have been undertaken on the lands
claimed under FRA in different areas. Forest Department has no information on the
actual lands claimed under FRA
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•

In Lataput village of Chandabad Panchayat of Dashmantapur block JBIC
plantations are forcibly undertaken on lands claimed by 45 persons and there has
been no progress in processing their claims41.

•

There are cases of forcible plantation by Forest Dept under CAMPA over the
forestland over which titles are already issued to 47 families under FRA for an
area of 108.47 acres. The title holders belong to the Juang and Bhuyan
community (PTGs) and the village is located within the customary habitat
(Juangpirh and Bhuiyanpirh area) of the PTGs. Locals complain that cutting and
cleaning the natural forest species and doing plantation of commercial species
Saguan, Acasia and Simbarua will have impact over livelihood dependency and
food security of the villagers and will also attract the wild animals towards
village settlement perceiving danger to the human life and crops. The villagers
have already written to the DFO, District Collector, PCCF, Chief Minister and
Governor of the State. Despite the appeal to the above nothing has happened so
far and the plantation is still going on42.

•

50 hectares of forestland was cultivated by 35 Kuttia Kondh (PTG) of Burlubaru
village. Forcible plantation has been carried out under JBIC in June 2009 without
settling their rights. Similar type of plantation activities has been carried out in
many Kuttia Kondh villages without recognizing their rights43.

Submission by claimants from Koraput
Submission by villagers of Goliabandha Raidiha, Gonasika GP, Banspal Block, Keonjhar District, Also
see news reports at http://infochangeindia.org/201008288483/Environment/Features/Treasure-hunt-in-theKendujhar-forests.html, Tribals up in arms against commercial plantation at
http://www.hindu.com/2010/08/02/stories/2010080254680300.htm
43
Submission by Gopinath Kanhar, Member, Jungal Adhikar Surakshya Manch, At/Po-Tudipaju, Phulbani,
Kandhamal
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•

Photographs are produced by villagers from Angul to show how plantation is
being carried out in their land which is claimed under FRA44.

10. FRA and development/mining projects: Orissa government has issued a circular
requiring the completion of FRA procedures and gram sabha consent for diversion of
forest land for development projects, following up on MoEF’s July 2009 circular to
this effect. However there is clearly a major clash between the state’s ‘development’
programmes (widespread mining, industries, ports, etc) and the continuation of forests
and forest rights.
•

Mining leases issued (or prospective mining leases), by the government in forest
land have in some areas (e.g. Mahanadi Coalfields Ltd in Sundergarh district)
have led to the villagers being denied the opportunity to claim rights to these or
claims on such lands are either objected to or rejected.

•

In another case Tehsildar of Telkoi in Keounjhar district has written a letter to
Sarapancha
of
Kadakala
Grampanchayat dated 06/07/2010
for
conducting
a
pallisabha/
grtamsabha in each village as
required under Forest Rights Act for
diversion of forest land for non
forestry purpose. In this case, bhusan
steel has applied for Prospecting Iron
ore in 280.7554 hectare of land
located in Marasuan, narasinghpur
villages of Kadakala panchayat.The
prospecting area involves 0.488
hectare of forest land as mentioned in the letter. The same letter is also marked
to bhusan steel company for ensuring the gramsabha and preparing the
proceedings of that meeting. On 14th july 2010, pallisabha was held in
Marusuan village at noon under chairmanship of sarpancha. The proceeding says
"we do not have any objection if company works here ". It is having signature of
around 20 persons only whereas the adult population in village is around 200.
Then the time gap between letter of tehsildar and Pallisabha proceeding is less
than 15days and also the proceeding do not speak much about the project and its
implication as also the implementation of Forest Rights Act. The villagers
complain that the individual and community claims filed by them are not
considered so far because government is considering proposals for industry and
mining by private companies (Bhusan, Posco) in the Khandadhar area45.

11. FRA and women: There are issues with the rights of women on forest land. There are
instances of non-acceptance of claims filed by women, of omission of wife’s name in
the titles. For instance there is no mention of wife name in some of the individual
forest rights titles issued in the cases of Panchu Nayak of village Bena, Po44

Photograph submitted by Budan Soren, village-Atabira, block-Kaniha, district-Angul to show plantation
by forest department under JBIC program on the land cultivated and claimed by him under FRA.
45
Submission by Murusua FRC, Talakadakala, Nayakot, Banspal, Keonjhar

Khuntapada,Dist-Keunjhar46. In another case in Mainsikhalla village in Govindpalli
GP of Malkangiri titles received under FRA do not recognise women as the right
holder. In the titles, under name of forest rights holder point - name of the husband is
mentioned whereas the wife’s name is written under the point - name of the
dependents. In these cases there is violation of FRA which requires the rights to be
vested in the name of both the spouses. 47.

B. Authorities and procedure of recognition:
12. Gram sabhas and constitution of FRCs: Forest Rights Act provides primary
authority to the gram sabhas at the village level to initiate the process of
determination of rights and to manage the community forest resources. As defined
in the Act village means revenue village, hamlet in scheduled areas, forest village and
unsurveyed village. The gram sabha is required to be convened at the village level and
the gram sabha has to elect a Forest Rights Committee to carry out its functions.
There are number of depositions relating to the issues of gram sabha and FRC which
are discussed below.
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•

From a number of areas it has come that the FRCs were formed without due
process, and were not necessarily representative of those most dependent on the
forest. In a village in Deogarh district the FRC was formed with the village
landlord, also a school teacher, heading the committee as President. He owns
acres of recorded land. He has also occupied forest land on which a tribal family,
engaged as laborer in the landlord’s farm, has built house for many years. The
tribal family after knowing about FRA wanted to claim the forest land occupied
by it for habitation and submitted claim at the FRC. But at the behest of the
landlord who is the president of the FRC his claim was not accepted. The
landlord apparently thought that the tribal will not work in his field if he gets
right on the forest land. The tribal family then did not want to pursue the matter
due to the influence of the headman. Similar cases are reported where FRCs are
constituted with village elite or school teacher or government functionaries or
VSS members, but without representation of the dependent communities and are
later found to be not functioning. There are cases from the districts where FRCs
were reconstituted by Gram Sabhas to make them representative and functional.
Representation of women and vulnerable groups such as PTGs/Nomadic tribes is
a big problem. In most of cases women members are not aware of their
nomination in the FRC.

•

Majority of the places FRCs had been constituted by the school teachers through
Palli Sabha, who themselves were not aware about the law during the time.
Therefore, the villagers are not aware about FRA48. In Niyamgiri FRC members
of Bandili, Hingabadi and Jangjodi village of Kurli GP of Bisam.Katak block do

Submission by people from village Bena, Keonjhar
Case reported by Biranchi Barik, Govindpalli, Krantikari, Yuvak Sangha
48
Submission by Santosh Kumar Parida, Barkote, Deogarh District.
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not know that they are member of their village FRC. Govt. officials have formed
FRC by sitting at GP office without knowledge discussing with villagers49.
•

It has also been pointed out that holding of palli sabhas in fixed dates (initially in
March 2008 and subsequently special palli sabhas) has led to constitution of
FRCs in hurried manner as a result of which FRCs are not represented by
members from the dependent groups. There is also demand to re-initiate the
process of gram sabha and FRC formation to correct the problems in the initial
phase50.

•

FRCs in most of the cases were formed at the revenue village level, and not in the
hamlets and forest villages even though one revenue village consists of around
10-20 hamlets in some cases. For instance FRC constituted at Mathapada village
under Doraguda GP of Koraput comprises of 20 hamlets. Pujariput FRC under
Ramgiri GP consists of 10 hamlets. In Rangamatia Village of Rambhei GP,
Barkote Block, Deogarh despite repeated request of the villagers to GP FRC is
not constituted yet (Santosh Kumar Parida, Barkote, Deogarh District). Such
cases are a violation of both FRA and PESA.

•

Information regarding the FRCs members are not available with the authorities.

•

The required quorum of 2/3rd of the members of the Gram Sabha has also been
found to be a constraint in many cases. One of the circular, which suggests that in
case quorum is not achieved then endorsement of the secretary of the GP shall be
accepted as valid, is found to be not in accordance with the provisions of FRA
and the authority of Gram Sabha.

•

There is confusion regarding convening of the gram sabhas. Gram Sabhas can
convene for various purposes like for calling claims, for determination of
community forest resources, for extension of date for submission of claims, for
considering the verification of claims by FRCs etc. It is insisted by the
government authorities that all the gram sabha meetings should be convened by
the Panchayat authorities and that people cannot call gram sabhas without the
involvement of the panchayats. This is justified by suggesting that Rule 3
provides that the gram sabhas shall be convened by the gram panchayat. However
this process is found to be inconsistent with the section 6 which provides that
gram sabha is the authority to initiate the process for determining rights which
includes receiving, consolidating and verifying claims. Therefore it is not
necessary for the gram sabhas to be convened every time by the panchayat and
gram sabha can be called independently with information to the Panchayat.

•

An important issue is sidelining of the gram sabha and local community in the
process of recognition of rights. There are cases where role of the gram sabha is
being performed by the government authorities (revenue, forest officials).

13. Verification process
49
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Case reported by Living Farm, Bhubaneswar
Submission by Trolochan Punji, Advocate, Kasipali, Khaprakhol, Balangir
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•

The process of verification and instructions issued by the state government is not
followed by the field officials. The FRCs/Gram Sabhas are generally not
informed by the officials before the verification as a result most of the claimants
could not remain present during verification of their claims and could not supply
evidences. No sufficient supportive documents were brought by the technical
support team of RIs, foresters during field verification. The field verification
reports and maps are not shared by the officials with the FRC/ GS and due
approval is not obtained from the Gram Sabha51. As the claimants are not
informed about the status and causes of their claim forms rejection, they are not
able to make appeal52

•

Only those lands over which the encroachment cases have been filed were covered
under mapping by the Amins and title over those land only distributed53.
Similarly in Koraput people in 22 villages out of 107 revenue villages have been
given titles. Claims of only those people who are in possession of encroachment
receipt have been settled. Possession certificates have been prepared by RI in RI
office and distributed to the people54. No survey work has been undertaken
neither possession certificate has been issued in several villages in Gajapati
district55.

•

In Kalahandi Forest department suo motto decided which villages shall be given
land patta as they collected signature on plain paper from the villages which
haven’t filed claim for land56.

•

There is the issue of verification and recognition of claims with regard to forest
lands which the resident of one village possess in another village. Cases of this
type are reported from Keonjhar where claims of families of a village on forest
land which is coming inside the boundary of other village are left out in the
verification57.

•

There is the case of village Maharda of Saruali GP, Bartkote Block where the
verification team did not cover the forestland of the village with the excuse that
the village is long distance without accommodation facility whereas in fact the
village is only three kms from connecting road58. There are reports of technical
error and misuse of GPS in the verification and mapping process which, in many
cases, is reported to have excluded actual forest land under occupation and has
also decreased the extent of occupation59.

Submission by FRC- Panibhandar, Niktimal, GP-Panibhandar,Po- Loimura Block- Riamal, Dist-Deogarh
Submission from Village- Ludhar, GP-Dimirikuda, Block tileibani, Dist- Deogarh
Submission by Santosh Kumar Parida, Barkote, Deogarh District.

Submission by Bhumi Adhikar Sangathan, Koraput
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Submission by Chanda Baradi, President Anchalik Jungal Adhikar Committee, Banspal, Keonjhar
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Submission by Santosh Kumar Parida, Barkote, Deogarh District
Submission by Bidhibahal and Bharuamunda forest village in Balangir

•

The government officials of the revenue and forest department are not responding
to the request of FRCs/Gram to support verification process, but are informing
that they will respond only when they are officially intimated by the SDLC60.
Villages in the Similipal have complained that instead of supporting gram sabhas
and FRCs and reaching to them the government officials (RI/Amins) are making
them run to the government offices at long distance61. There are also complaints
that the claimants are asked to obtain signatures from the RI/Amins, foresters,
panchayat secretary before submitting claims at the SDLC. For instance in
Kalahandi and Deogarh the SDLC has instructed to ensure that claims will be
accepted after signature and endorsement from the government officials. Such
actions are violation of the law and the authority of the gram sabha and have also
created opportunity for the field officials of the revenue, forest and panchayati raj
department to exploit villagers62.

14. Evidence: As per the Rules, claims filed under the Act have to be supported by at
least two evidences. The kind of evidences which can be used for filing claims are
described in Rule 13 and it includes i) documentary evidences such as government
records, research reports etc, ii) oral evidence (statement of elders reduced to writing),
and iii) physical evidence (which can be recorded by the FRCs during verification).
The provision for oral and physical evidence is included with the realization that
records do not exist for most of the traditional and customary forest rights of the
STs/OTFDs which FRA aims to record. However only documented materials such as
first offence reports (encroachment receipts) and other government records are
accepted by the SDLC and DLC.
•

As in case of the recognition of rights of OTFDs insistence by authorities only on
documentary evidence of 75 years of residence and continuous occupation of
forest land by OTFDs is major obstacle. There is little pro-active move by the
district administration to help find such evidence, even where it may exist in old
working plans, gazetteers, settlement records, princely state or zamindari records,
etc.

•

In Deogarh only those of claimants who possess encroachment receipts are issued
titles, but many of the claims by persons who do not have any documentary
evidence to support the occupation in forest land are not accepted63.

15. Corruption and irregularities: There are number of complaints regarding widespread
irregularities in the verification and processing of claims.
• Forest Hamlet-Bhalu bahal, Revenue village-Siabahal, G.p-Pasaladiha, BlockTangarpali, Dist- Sundargarh, Name of the forester suspended-Prem Sagar Naik
Forest Range-Ujjalpur, Sundargarh Forest Division. Story- Prem Sagar Naik was
involved in the field verification process of the individual claims of the claimants
of the forest hamlet Bhalubahal. While verifying the claimed plots, he did not
verify/left some of the plots of the 12 to 14 claimants. When they asked him to
verify all the plots, he demanded illegal gratification from the claimants. Since
the area is quite aware of the forest rights and they have been protesting for the
60

Case from village Govindpur, Balangir reported in the submission by Trilochan Punji
Submission by Sarpanch of Bareipani GP, Jashipur block, Mayurbhanj
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Submission by villages from Deogarh
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same for years together, they refused to give any money to the forester for field
verification. But when the forester did not listen to them, they contacted the
vigilance. Accordingly, he was booked under bribery charges and was suspended.
This happened 3 months ago.
16. Functioning of SDLCs, DLCs and SLMC: There are several issues on the
functioning of the SDLC and DLCs.
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•

Information regarding the Acts, rights and procedures as well as forms, circulars
in vernacular language is not made available to the villages and FRCs (though it
is the duty of the SDLC/DLC to ensure).

•

There are cases of arbitrariness in rejecting claims, delays in verification, lack of
transparency (with decisions and information, records not being publicly
available), and acknowledgement receipt asked for received claim application is
denied by SDLC64. SDLC in Gunpur sub-division of Rayagada has remanded 23
Community Claims without really specifying the reasons for doing so except
mentioning that “procedure is not followed and “sufficient evidences “are not
provided65.

•

Information on the status of claim and recommendation of SDLC is not
communicated to the villagers depriving them the right to appeal. The district
level committee is also finalizing the claims for titles without checking from
SDLC if the draft record of claims as prepared by it is shared with the claimants.
Even in cases where appeals are filed at DLC the appeals are pending without
being heard and the DLCs and SDLCs have not developed any mechanism (like
special cell for hearing the grievance and appeal) to deal with the appeals filed
under FRA. In the official reporting also there is hardly any information on the
number and nature of appeals filed with the authorities.

•

There is poor coordination amongst various departments (e.g. in carrying out field
verifications or harmonizing records).

•

One of the major complaints is non-cooperation by the Forest department in the
verification and demarcation process66.

•

There are cases of underreporting and misleading information provided in the
government report. In many areas (e.g Mayurbhanj, Kalanhandi) information
provided in the government report does not show the actual claim. Local
organizations in Mayurbhanj report that more than 500 community claims are
filed, but the official report mentions only 43. Similarly the government report
shows that about 50000 claims are rejected by the Gram Sabhas which in most of
cases are found to be not true. The due process of putting the verification before
the gram sabhas for consideration, then the Gram Sabha discussing the findings

Submission by Santosh Kumar Parida, Barkote, Deogarh District
Case reported by Living Farm, Bhubaneswar

Sri Dhaneswar Patra, JELAITANU Mahasangha, at/Po- Mundigarh, Via:
Tumudibandh, Kandhamal

and deciding on recommendation is not followed at the field level and decision of
technical support team is imposed on the Gram Sabha and is shown as a decision
of the gram sabha.
•

Forest rights recognized so far are not incorporated in any government records.

•

Number of applications and notices sent to the SLMC on acts of violations by
government officials under section 7 and 8 are mostly pending without any action
being taken against the alleged officials. There are some positive examples of
pro-active steps by district officials to ensure coordination with civil society
groups on the process of implementation. These include Sundergarh, Koraput,
Malkangiri where Collectors or other officials have sought NGO help in
sensitization, facilitating evidence gathering, and monitoring. But a general
complaint in the relevant departments is of severe shortage of staff (and its
capacity) to carry out what is a mammoth exercise.

17. Role of PRI members: PRI members are part of the SDLC and DLC and are required
under the law to involve in the decision making process, but PRI members are
generally not involved in the SDLC and DLC process. PRI members in many areas
have complained about this. Pankaj Kanhar, member of Panchayat Samiti member of
Phulbani, Kondhmal has written letter to the Sub-collector complaining that he has
not received any of the proceedings of the SDLC meetings held so far67. The issues of
how PRI members are neglected in the process, how decisions are taken at the DLC
and SDLC without their participation were also raised in training programs for PRI
members68.

C. Empowered authorities, future management of CFR, policy changes,
convergence and role of forest department
18. Empowered authoriy of gram sabha under section 5: Section 5 of the Act empowers
the gram sabha and village level institutions to protect forest and wildlife and
demands that government authorities support the gram sabha and community to
exercise the authorities. There is no awareness at the government level regarding the
empowerment provisions. Support institutional mechanism is also not thought of to
support gram sabha and local community in exercising it’s authority where needed.
•
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For instance in Badrama WLS, communities have claimed CFRs and the gram
sabhas of the villages have formed committees under Rule 4 (1)(e) under section
5 of the Act to protect and manage the community forest resources. The gram
sabha and committees in exercise of the authority under section 5 have started
developing their own plans (based on traditional community conservation
practices) and have asked government authorities and the FD to support the
community to deal with activities formed under section 5 have, in the last one
year, sought support from the authorities (SDLC, DLC, PCCF) to deal with
threats (elephant deaths, forest fire etc, even complained against illegal action of

Letter of the Panchayat Samiti member, Pankaj Kanhar of Phulbani, Kondhmal to the Sub-collector.
Training programme on fra, 2006 of SDLC and DLC PRI members organised by csd, odisha from
10th dec to 12th dec 2009.
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the FD officials) but have not received a response69. Similarly in other areas
local communities and gram sabhas have tried to exercise the authority by issuing
notice to the government authorities to support gram sabha to stop activities like
Stone quarries (Lakhari), Brick kilns, commercial plantations (Koraput) but no
support is provided.
19. Leveraging other departments (convergence): A couple of cases of active interdepartmental coordination to help people who have got land rights have come up. For
instance in Nabarangpur district, officials and NGOs worked together to facilitate
linkages with irrigation, horticulture, rural development and other departments under
laws and programs like MGNREGA to enable rights-holders develop forest land and
community resources, enhance livelihoods and obtain new facilities and
infrastructure.

Recommendations
A. Forest Rights, Claims and Issues of implementation:
Individual forest rights:
• Complaints regarding issuing of titles to wrong persons need to be looked into and
necessary corrections should be made by the DLC. The title should be provided
with clear maps and boundary demarcation to avoid confusion and conflict.
• Special gram sabhas be held and Social audit of the recognition process should be
conducted to correct anomalies in the recognition process such as, i) left out
families, ii) recognition of less area than the claimed area, iii) overlaps and
conflicts, iv) exclusion of claims due to wrong interpretation of land ceiling or due
to limited application of the scope of forest land v) issuing of title in the name of
single family instead of separate families. Action should be taken under FRA
against officials found to be responsible for arbitrary action leading to the
anomalies.
Scope of forest land/hill land
• MOTA should issue circular on meaning of forest land as defined in the Act to
clarify that the forest land includes all the forest as per the dictionary definition of
the forest. This would facilitate recognition of rights in forests recorded as
parvat/pahad kisam (hill types).
• Instructions should be issued to the implementing agencies to ensure all category
of forest land (including the forest land reserved for ex-military personnel) or
proposed to be diverted for development projects should be recognized under
FRA.
Displacement:
• Necessary guideline/circular should be issued by MOTA to issue directions to
implement the provisions for rights of displaced communities. The guideline
should clearly lay down procedures to, i) identify the communities displaced due
to various developmental interventions, ii) facilitate claims from such
communities, iii) clarify the agency responsible for allocating alternative land
where applicable. The developmental interventions should be broadly defined to
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•

include all such developmental projects which have led to relocation of
STs/OTFDs from their dwelling and cultivation or to deprivation of other forest
rights.
It should be clarified that the criteria of three generation or 75 years is not
applicable to the provisions for rights of displaced communities so that claims
from OTFDs displaced from forest land can also be considered.

Community forest rights
• Increase awareness on the provisions of community forest rights
• Proactive steps by the SDLC/DLC to support gram sabhas/communities in
determining community forest resources and rights, and in making claims.
• Dedicated structure for implementation of FRA and community forest rights
(MFP, habitat rights of PTGs, seasonal access of nomadic and pastoralist
communities, community rights over intellectual property and traditional
knowledge relating biodiversity, )at the center, state, district and sub-district level
and mechanism for knowledge support with involvement of organizations/groups
working with the forest communities.
• Focus should be given on the community practice and ownership of shifting
cultivation which is either not considered or squeezed by converting it to
individual rights.
• The DLC/SDLC should provide evidence support to claimants which includes
collection of information, records on communities and CFR rights and
involvement of research institutes in the process.
• In the government reports the CFR related information should contain the
disaggregated data on the various rights recognized under section 3 (1) and it
should be separated from the information on development facilities under section
3 (2).
• The title on community rights should be issued in the name of the gram sabha or
in the community (in case of special rights for specific communities such as
PTGs). As forest rights recognized and vested under FRA are not subject to any
condition the title issued for community rights must not mention any conditions in
contravention of the law.
• At present titles on community forest rights are mentioning broadly the nature and
extent of the rights. But there is no mechanism to document and maintain other
important information such as detail of the rights, maps etc which come up from
the process of determination at the gram sabha level in the resolutions and other
documents. Mechanism should be in place to support gram sabhas to maintain
these records as the information on rights and the knowledge on community
practices/uses can be of great help in guiding the management of community
forest resources in future.
JFM and FRA:
• The ongoing process of imposing JFM model on the CFR or restricting CFR to the
JFM areas is a serious violation of FRA which must be stopped immediately.
• Without creating any further confusion the gram sabhas should be made aware of
the CFR rights and about the fact that community forest resources are to be
determined on the basis of traditional access and community protection and
should not be restricted by the JFM boundaries or systems.
• The policy on JFM should be withdrawn by the government to enable effective
implementation of FRA and recognition of CFR rights. Instead of promoting JFM,

government should now give focus to recognition of community forest rights and
management of the CFR by the gram sabhas and village level institutions formed
under FRA.
Other traditional forest dwellers:
• The terminology ‘other traditional forest dwellers’ should be replaced by ‘forest
dependents’ which requires amendment in the Act.
• Clarification needs to be issued by MOTA on the criteria for OTFDs which is
misinterpreted by state governments to mean that the OTFDs have to prove
residence and continuous dependence (occupation) for 75 years which is not
correct. The SDLC/DLC should be proactive to provide evidence in support of
rights of OTFDs which are available in the government records and reports. The
criteria for OTFDs should be amended to relax the timeframe of 25 years for each
generation or 75 years for three generation.
• Instruction should be issued to the implementing agency to ensure that the practice
of not accepting claims from OTFD or not considering claims of OTFD for
verification or outright rejection of claims by the SDLC is stopped.
• The criteria of three generation should not be applicable to the provisions for
displaced communities so that OTFDs displaced due to development interventions
can get their rights. Similarly the three generation criteria should not apply to the
provision for conversion of leases to titles to ensure that OTFDs get titles on the
leases/grants issued by government authorities on forest land.
• Community forest rights should be recognized in the name the gram sabha and
should include both STs and OTFDs. It should be clarified that the three
generation criteria is not applicable to the provisions of community forest rights.
• The cases where OTFDs are deprived of their rights due to non-inclusion of the
community in the list of scheduled tribes or due to administrative errors involved
in the scheduling process should be identified (or followed from the complaints
and appeals from field areas) and should be facilitated to get rights.
Conversion of forest and unsurveyed villages
• All the forest and unsurveyed villages and old habitations should be identified
with the help of civil society groups and a list should be prepared on the basis of
that. The list of forest villages/unsurveyed villages should be shared with the
district administration which should ensure gram sabhas and formation of FRCs in
the villages. The forest villages/unsurveyed villages should be supported to claim
the collective right for conversion to revenue village and necessary procedure
should be followed to initiate conversion of the villages into revenue villages
without delay. The emphasis should be also on ensuring that all claims of such
villages are duly considered.
Implementation of FRA in protected areas
• It should be clarified that NPs & WLSs include Tiger Reserves constituted from
them.
• Instruction should be issued by MOTA to the forest department to ensure that
FRA is implemented in the protected areas in it’s true spirit and that action is
taken under FRA against forest officials not cooperating in the FRA process.
• Community forest rights including the rights on minor forest produce should be
recognized in the protected areas and the confusion created by the Supreme Court
order should be removed.

•

•

•

No STs/OTFDs should be relocated from protected areas and tiger reserves till
recognition of forest rights under FRA is complete and that the procedure under
section 38 (v)(5) of WLPA and section 3 (2) of FRA should be strictly followed.
Where relocations have taken place or are taking place without recognition of
forest rights (e.g Simlipal) penal action should be taken against the government
officials involved and corrective steps should be taken to recognize rights of the
relocated community under FRA.
The process for declaration of critical tiger habitat (under WLPA) and critical
wildlife habitat (CWH) should be transparent as required by law and all necessary
information regarding the declaration process should be suo muto declared and
made available in the website of the MOTA/MOEF. In the process of declaration
of CTH/CWH gram sabha must be consulted in a free and fair manner and gram
sabhas should be provided all the information regarding the proposal.
The recent proposed amendment in the Wildlife Protection Act particularly
section 26 (b) should be removed by the MOEF.

Plantation in land claimed under FRA
• Instructions should be issued by MOTA to the state governments that plantations
carried out under different forestry programs (JBIC-OFSDP, RLTAP etc), under
CAMPA and MGNREGA in forest lands over which rights are being claimed is a
violation of section 4 (5) and section 5 of the Act and should be stopped forthwith.
Penal actions should be taken against officials involved in forcible plantations in
the forest lands claimed under FRA or in the forest lands on which titles have
been issued.
• Considering the fact that forest areas are now claimed as community forest
resources on which the community and gram sabha have the right to protect and
manage, and that CFR areas now fall outside the ambit of working/management
plans, no FD intervention in them can take place without the prior informed
consent of the GS. Similarly funds allotted for various forestry development
programs should no more be routed through the existing FD controlled structures
like FDAs & JFMCs and alternative mechanisms should be explored to make
available the funds directly to the gram sabhas and the institutions formed by the
gram sabhas under FRA.
Development and mining projects and FRA
• MOTA/SLMCs should produce report on projects (ongoing and proposed)
involving forest land in the states and the status of compliance to FRA/MOEF
guidelines in the areas. Prior informed consent of the Gram Sabha and recognition
of forest rights as required by FRA and stated by the MOEF guideline of July
2009 must be strictly adhered to by the government agencies. The FAC should
have proper mechanism to track compliance of FRA in forest areas proposed for
various projects. Complaints regarding violation of FRA in forest areas proposed
for development projects should be reported by the SLMC to MOTA and
necessary action should be taken against the officials/authorities involved under
FRA.

B. Authorities, procedure of verification and recognition
Gram Sabha and FRC

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Effort towards supporting gram sabha and building its capacity. Where FRCs is
not representative in nature gram sabhas be held to elect FRCs which are
representative and functional. Representation of vulnerable communities such as
PTGs/nomadic/pastoralist communities and equal representation of women in the
FRCs should be ensured.
Awareness about the law and procedure and adequate support in preparing
records. The SDLC should ensure that gram sabhas are convened in free and fair
manner with the required quorum.
The DLC/SDLC should ensure Gram sabha at the hamlet level and constitution of
FRC in hamlets particularly in Schedule V areas as required by FRA, forest and
unsurveyed villages left out of the process.
Information regarding the FRCs with members’ details should be made available
and uploaded in the website.
Government officials and technical teams involved in the verification process
should not carry out the verification independently in violation of the authority of
the gram sabha and procedure of verification as suggested in the law should be
strictly followed.
The decisions taken with regard to the recommendations of the gram sabhas
should be communicated by the SDLC so that right to appeal can be exercised.
The graduated process of IFR (individual) and then CFR has disempowered the
community/gram sabha, has affected the authority of gram sabha and also the
nature of rights. Therefore it is necessary to discourage an artificial graduated
process of claim and gram sabhas should be supported to first initiate
determination of the community forest resources and then to decide on the nature
of rights within that (individual tenures, community tenures etc)

Verification and recognition process
• Government officials participating in the verification process to support
FRC/Gram sabha should strictly follow instructions issued by the government to
ensure that, i) technical team participate in the verification process in supportive
role and not to infringe on the authority of the gram sabha and also not to interfere
with the decision making process at the community level, ii) information like the
findings, official records and maps are shared with the FRCs and Gram Sabhas,
iii) all category of forests (reserve forest, protected forest, protected areas) as
provided in the law.
• Cases where rights are excluded due to arbitrary action of the technical teams
should be reviewed by the DLC and necessary correction should be made in
consultation with the gram sabha.
• Cases of pre-determination of rights based on records (encroachment list) and
decisions made on the basis of that should be treated as illegal and such decisions
should be reviewed.
• It should be ensured that any kind of support or requirements should be reached to
the FRCs/Gram Sabhas/claimaints to facilitate the claim process and that the
FRCs/claimants should not be made to run to the panchayat, RIs, SDLC for
support.
• The nodal agency should look into the complaints of technical error in the use of
GPS and exclusion of rights due such errors and should re-verify such cases.
• It should be ensured that the titles issued mention name of both the spouses.
Evidence

•

•

Information and records on the forest communities and their rights should be
collected and compiled by the DLC and SDLC and the same should be provided
to the gram sabhas/FRCs to support the claim process. Records on the rights of
OTFDs should be collected by the government and provided to the gram sabhas
and other authorities to expedite recognition of their rights.
Circular should be issued to the implementing agency to explain that evidence
includes documentary, oral and physical evidence and that all type of evidences
should be considered in the process of recognition. Pre-determination of rights on
the basis of existing records (e.g encroachment list), which has become a common
practice, should be stopped.

Corruption and irregularities
• Although planned with good intention, the technical support provided by the
officials of revenue and forest department has opened up scope for corruption and
manipulation of the process at the field level. The fact that FRCs and gram sabhas
are not aware of the provisions and lack necessary information to carry out the
verification process has worked to the advantage of the officials who are making
big money from out of the verification and mapping process. This can be checked
if capacity of gram sabhas is increased to facilitate the claim and verification
process and to monitor the action of the field officials. The SDLC and DLC
should actively monitor the activities of the technical teams and should initiate
penal actions against the corrupt officials.
Role of SDLC, DLC and SLMC
• Instructions should be issued to ensure gram sabhas/FRCs is helped in submitting
the claims at SDLC. At present there is no clarity on submission of claims at gram
sabha. In some cases claims are submitted at panchayat or block or tehsildar or
any other departments and in the process number of claims is reportedly missing.
• DLC/SDLC should be instructed to issue written acknowledgement of the receipts
of claims/resolutions/documents from the gram sabha/FRCs.
• The SDLC should inform the gram sabha and claimants about the status of claims
with the information that they can exercise their right to appeal. Mechanism
should be in place at the SDLC and DLC in the form of a special cell or help desk
or appointment of special officer to deal with the appeals filed by the claimants.
Reports submitted by the SDLC/DLC to the government should mention about the
appeals and status of disposal. Titles issued without sharing of information
regarding the decisions taken at the SDLC level should be considered invalid and
the DLC should be asked to report that information regarding the status of claim
and decisions taken at SDLC is shared with the gram sabhs and claimants.
• Non-cooperation by the forest department should be strongly dealt with as
violation under the law and such officials should be penalized.
• Instruction should be issued to the SDLC and DLC to ensure that decisions with
regard to the claims are taken with involvement of all the nominated members,
including PRI reps. The practice of sending claims to forest department/DFO by
the SDLC and DLC should be stopped. This is required to ensure that decisions
are taken by the SDLC and DLC and not by the forest department alone which is a
common case.
• The state governments should ensure incorporation of the recognized rights in
relevant government records.

•

Standard reporting formats should be suggested by the MOTA to the state
governments and the SDLC/DLC to ensure that information regarding the claims
and process of recognition should be reported in detail with quantitative and
qualitative information and analysis. It should ensure disaggregated information
on type of claims (IFR and CFR), type of forest land, communities etc. The FRA
information system hosted by the MOTA should be accordingly developed to
provide updated information, reports and analysis on the process of
implementation. Besides the claim information the MOTA/FRA information
website should collect and provide information on process in the states, various
government circulars, initiatives (models of implementation, best practices) by
government and non-government organizations, news, articles, research reports
etc. Formation of a central authority (as suggested below) can help to facilitate the
work on information and analysis in coordination with the state units and civil
society groups.

Structure of implementation
• Need is felt for a dedicated structure for implementation of the FRA at the central
and state level. A central authority should be set up under MOTA to track and
monitor implementation of FRA in the states/UTs and to provide necessary
technical and knowledge support to the implementation process. There are
different models which can be discussed. The model can be like that of
MGNREGA implementation and a ‘Central FRA Council’ (like the central
employment guarantee council) can be set up. Ombudsman can be appointed to
ensure grievance redressal under FRA. The ‘Right to Food’ process can also be
looked at where commissioners are appointed by the Supreme Court to follow up
the implementation process.
• A central authority set up by MOTA should activate the SLMC and coordinate
with it to study and monitor the process of implementation. The SLMCs should be
active to institute coordination mechanism at the state level with involvement of
civil society groups and tribal research institute to track and monitor
implementation process in the districts. The SLMC should have sitting in regular
intervals and should coordinate with the DLCs through video conference to track
the implementation process. The SLMC should keep record of the petitions filed
under section 7 and 8 and should be proactive to initiate penal action under FRA
against concerned officials/authorities. At the district/sub-district level the
DLC/SDLC should take steps to form coordination units with involvement of civil
society groups to work monitor implementation process and reports should be
accordingly filed by the SDLC/DLC to the SLMC.
• The Tribes Advisory Councils of the states should be proactive to coordinate with
the state level monitoring committee to monitor the implementation process and
should accordingly report the Governor and state government regarding the
process.
• The panchayat raj institutions and members involved in the process of
implementation (at SDLC/DLC) should be actively involved in the
implementation process. Capacity building of the members should be carried out.
• No forest officers should be appointed in tribal FRA implementing agencies due
to a conflict of interest.
Capacity building

•

•

One of the factors which have affected the implementation process most is the
lack of information, awareness and training programs for the implementing
agencies and civil society groups working on FRA. Effective implementation of
the law would require building understanding on the framework of rights in FRA
and the capacity to work on the procedures.
The tribal research institutes of the states should be engaged to plan and
implement training programs on the Act and procedures especially focusing on
community forest rights, process of verification and recognition. The training
programs should be carried out with involvement of civil society organizations
working on FRA. Training programs are required for the community, members of
FRCs, members of SDLC and DLC, PRI members and CBOs/NGOs/groups
working on FRA.

C. Empowered authorities, management of CFR, role of forest
department and convergence
Empowered authorities of gram sabha:
• All the forest areas where FRA is applying should now be considered and
declared as community forest resources and it should be clarified that gram
sabha/village institutions are now the authority to protect, conserve and manage
the community forest resources and habitats. Necessary support should be
provided to the gram sabhas (when asked for) to help in exercising the authorities
under section 5 to protect and manage community forest resources.
• The authority of gram sabha under section 5 to i) protect and manage CFR,
adjoining areas, ii) stop activities which may affect forest and habitats, iii)
regulate access to CFR areas must be respected by the government while planning
and implementing any developmental interventions in the CFR areas. The MOEF
guideline which is based on FRA must be followed while considering proposals
for diversion of forest land and proper compliance process should be followed by
the regulatory authorities of the government like the FAC to report about
implementation of FRA in proposed areas.
Future role of FD, Policy changes
• The undergoing shift in ownership, authority and management of forest with FRA
should be reciprocated with debate and discussion on the future role of
conservation agencies (MOEF) and the forest department. The forest department
should be reformed and its authority should be redefined in the changing context.
• Some of the thoughts shared by the groups about the role of FD and policy
changes are like FD should play the role of facilitating agency providing
facilitative support on demand instead of imposing its plans. Acting as facilitating
agency the forest department should help gram sabhas and village level
institutions to check activities like mining, quarries, pollution and industrial
activities etc which are destructive to the community forest resources70. As
facilitating agency the FD should provide support and technical inputs (on
demand by the gram sabha) for management of community forest resources. A
strong plea was made to review JFM policy as a whole. Participants also urged
that MFP laws like those for kendu leaf and bamboo, needed to be reviewed and
harmonized with FRA.
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Convergence
• Translating rights into livelihood gains and conservation would require
convergence of FRA with laws and programs like MGNREGA, Watershed and
livelihood development programs.
• Convergence plan should ideally emerge from the plans developed by gram
sabhas/community in exercise of authority under section 5 for conservation and
management of community forest resources and adjoining areas. Technical
support should be provided to the Gram Sabha and committees formed under
section 5 (if gram sabha requires or when asked for) to prepare plans for
development of forest land and resources in the CFR areas. Government should
come up with a framework to pull out resources/components from the existing
programs (MGNREGA, Watershed) to implement the community plans.
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At – Sapmundi
Po – Purunaguoya
Dist – Kalahandi
Mob – 9439894754
At – Melghara
Po – Nakrundi,

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

‐

Do -

‐

Do -

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

97.

Ramdas Majhi

98.

Ananga Majhi

99.

Subash Ch. Majhi

100.

Gajendra Majhi

101.

Saibani Majhi

102.

Rupang Majhi

103.
104.

Jayanta Majhi
Ghasi Majhi

105.

Nakula Naik

106.

Gobinda Naik

107.

Dasaru Majhi

108.

Sampa Parabhoi

109.

Soki Majhi

110.

Ramachandra Majhi

111.

Dilip Ku. Nayak

112.

Sibaram Benal

113.

Dillip Ku. Das

114.

Sadananda Gahir

115.

Rajkishore Mishra

116.

Anta Sahu

117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.

Koraput

Bhaktaram Majhi
Nilambar Bhumia
Raghu Sisa
Jalia Patra
Purustam Hantal
Guru Hantal
Rama Santa

Dist - Kalahandi
At / Po – Nukrundi
Dist – Kalahandi
At – Sundhijoba
Po – Gopalpur
Ps. Th. Rampur
Dist – Kalahandi
At – Ambajhola
Po – Nakarundi
PS – Th. Rampur
Dist – Kalahandi
At – Semel Padar
Po – Puruna guma
PS – Th. Rampur
Dist – Kalahandi
Tentuli Padar
Th. Rampur
Kalahandi
Semel Padar
Th. Rampur
Kalahandi
‐
Do Sapamundi
Th. Rampur, Dist – Kalahandi
Kandulguda
Th. Rampur, Dist – Kalahandi
Maltipadar, Th. Rampur
Dist – Kalahandi
Turi, Bhejiguda
Dist – Kalahandi
Ushamaska
Th. Rampur, Dist – Kalahandi
At – Silet
Po – Kerpoi, Dist – Kalahandi
At – Kirkicha
Po – Gunpur, Dist – Kalahandi
At/Po – M. Rampur
Dist – Kalahandi
Ph – 9437891659
At – Jagannathpur
Po – Lanjigarh, Dist – Kalahandi
ANTODAYA
At – BBC Pada
Po – Bhawanipatna,
Dist – Kalahandi, Pin – 766001
ANTODAYA
Bhawanipatna
ANTODAYA
Bhawanipatna
ANTODAYA
Gobra
Baipariguda
Koraput
Koraput
Koraput
Koraput
Koraput
Koraput
Koraput

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
‐

Do -

‐
‐

Do Do -

‐

Do -

‐

Do -

‐

Do -

‐

Do -

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
‐

Do -

‐

Do -

Yes
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Do Do Do Do Do -

124.
125.

Ghasi Santa
Aaj Galari

126.

Gopal Nayak

127.

Premananda Sahoo

128.

Santilata Behera

129.

Radha Pandia

130.

Ramna Sisa

131.

Ambudini Digal

132.

Surendra Masti

133.

Dharmananda Guntha

134.

Kamti Disari

135.
136.

Marshal Pradhan
Mohan Gadraka

137.

Dalana Kadraka

138.

Balakrishna Sahu

139.

Prasant Ku. Tripathy

140.

Ganjam

Nilanchala Pal

141.
142.
143.

Kanjus Ch. Jui
P.R. Dandasena
Surr Nayak

144.

Junes Dalbehera

145.

Surendra Mallick

146.
147.
148.

Champa Mallick
Malli Mallick
Santi Mandal

Dandabadi (G.P)
‐
Do At / Po – Dandabadi
Boipariguda (Block),
Dist - Koraput
At / Po – Ramagiri
Boipariguda Block
Dist – Koraput
At – Diokhada
Po – Pindapada
Dist – Koraput
At / Po – Kotphada
Dist – Koraput
At – Forajabimdal
Po – Balda, Via – Fadua
Dist – Koraput
At – Kanti, Po – Badel,
Nandapur Block,
Dist – Koraput
At – Sunabeda – 2
Dist – Koraput
At /Po. Mahadeiput
Via / Dist – Koraput
At – Sariaput,
Po – Chatua, Koraput
At – Barakutuni
Po – Dudhani
Dist – Koraput
‐
Do At – Mekda,
Po – Bandhugaon
Dist – Koraput
At – Ragumada
Po – Bandhugaon
Dist – Koraput
AVIZAN
Mali Street,
Near Gas Godwon
Koraput, Ph-9438222031
PRAGATI
At – Pujariput, Koraput
At / Po – Khallikote
Dist – Ganjam
Ganjam
PREM, Berhampur
At / Po – Goudagotha
Solubla, via – Baragada
Ph – 9778814944
At / Po – Gourmatha
Ganjam
Ph – 9778814944
At – Goudagotha,
Dist – Ganjam
Ph. – 9692402613
Goudagotha
”
At / Po – Goudagotha
Via – Baragada,
Dist - Ganjam

‐
‐

Do Do -

‐

Do -

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

149.

Sumita Gamango

150.

Bijaya Ku. Pradhan

151.
152.

Satyabadi Ojha
Upendra Ojha

153.

Basanti Pradhan

154.
155.

Chanchla Behera
Rapandra Mallick

156.

Sarat Mohanty

157.
158.

Gajapati

Ratnakar Mallick
Surendra Mandal

159.

G. Damda

160.

Ido Mandal

161.

Bala Krushna Mallick

162.

Rayagada

Gopinath Kandagon

163.

Bichitra Biswal

164.

Bijaya Kumar Baboo

165.
166.

Pramila Swain
Bipin Bihari Barik

167.

Rajesh Jhankar

168.

Malkanagiri

Radhakanta Das

169.

Sanjeet Ku. Peda

170.

G. Sorin

171.

Laxman Nayak

172.

Lamula Golan

173.

Govinda Ch. Majhi

174.

Khurda

Rangadhar Behera

At / Po – Goudagotha
Via – Baragada,
Dist - Ganjam
At – Dungapalli
Po / Via - Jagannathprasad
”
At – Anukalpada
Po – Jaganathpur
At – Dungapalli
Po – Jagannathpur
”
At / Po – Goudagotha
Via – Badagada
At / Po – Gram Vikash
Mohuda, Berhampur
”
At – Dohgaria
Po – Khajuripada
Dist – Gajapati
Mob - 9439162229
Gajapati Jungle Surakhya Mahasangha
At / Po – Paralakhemundi
Dist – Gajapati
Mob – 9439418471
At / Po – Nuagada
Dist – Gajapati
Mob - 9437619635
At / Po – Mohana
Dist – Gajapati
Mob - 9437950729
Rayagada
Ph. - 9778367646
Living Farm
Bisam Cuttack
Rayagada
FARR
Muniguda, Rayagada
Mob - 9438449470
”
Agragamee
Kashipur, Rayagada
Living Farms
Bissam Cuttack, Rayagada
At / Po – Balimela
Malkanagiri
At – Putuka, Po – K. Guman
Dist – Malkanagiri
At – K. Guman
Dist – Malkanagiri
At – Jumunkuel
Po – K. Gumma, Malkanagiri
At – Rampur,
Po – K. Gumma
Dist – Malkanagiri
At – Tehguda
Po – K. Gumma
Dist – Malkanagiri
RCDC, A/68, Saheed Nagar
Bhubaneswar

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

175.

Satyajit Jena

176.

Bibhuti Pradhan

177.
178.

Pratap Kishore Mohanty
Mina Dash Mahapatra

179.

Tika Sharma

180.
181.

Sita Sharma
Pravat Mishra

182.
183.
184.

Purna Ch. Bhoba
Sandhya Devi
Manu Murmu

185.
186.
187.

Subash Ch. Das
Rama Ch. Pradhan
Rama Marandi

188.
189.
190.

Dr. Pratyush Mohapatra
Jalandhar Das
P. Rajauikanth

191.

Dilip Nayak

192.
193.

Asish Nayak
Ramesh Lenka

194.

Surya Sachi Swain

195.

Selestion

196.

Kabu Singh

197.
198.

R.K. Singh
B. Masndi

199.
200.
201.

Biswarupa Sahu
Jitendra Ku. Saho
Siba Prasad Sahu

202.
203.

Cuttack

Kishor Ku. Pattanaik
Prema Sundhar
Mahakhuda

Mob – 9658470303
FES, Baramunda
Bhubaneswar
Mob – 9437752318
Vasundhara
A/70, Bhubaneswar
‐
Do FES, Bhubaneswar
Mob - 9437232123
Biju Patnaik Girls Hostel
Mob – 9593971268
‐
Do RCDC, A/68, Saheed Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Banapur, Khorda
‐
Do At – Chudanga
Po – Darutheng
Dist – Khurda
Dist – Khurda
Boundry Block, Khurda
At – Chudanga,
Po – Darudhung,
Dist – Khurda
WWF, India, New Delhi
Khurda
SPO – GHC
Catrebo People’s Borestry
Wild Orissa , BJP Nagar
Bhubaneswar, Khurda
‐
Do Ekta Parishad, Odisha
At – Banpur, Khurda
Mob – 9777139898
WILD ORISSA
BJ – 29, BJB Nagar,
Bhubaneswar, Khurda
OROSA(Orissa Regional Organisation for
Social Act)
HIG – 46, Kalingapur, Patrapara,
Bhubaneswar
At / Po – Raj Ranpur
Dist – Nayagarh
CPSW, Bhubaneswar
At – Chudanga
Po – Darutheng
Via – P.S. Chandaga
Dist – Khurda
Vasundhara, Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, Bhubaneswar
Centre for Peoples Forestry
3/1, Anand Plaza, Bakmi Sagar,
Bhubaneswar
N.A. 204
Nilachakra Appartments
Cuttack Road
At/Po – Sordhapur,
Via – Narshingpur
Dist – Cuttack

Yes
‐

Do -

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

204.

Muralidhar Mahanta

205.

Chaitanya Charan Pradhan

206.

Dasarathi Senapathi

207.

Surendra Sahu

208.

Bibhadhar Nayak

209.
210.
211.

Jagatsinghpur

Tanushree Das
P.K. Das
Sarada Charan Barik

212.
213.

Nayagarh

Santosh Ku. Mohanty
Laxmidhar Balia

214.

Prafulla Ku. Nayak

215.

Santosh Ku. Pradhan

216.

Pradipta Ku. Pattnaik

217.

Renubala Pradhan
(Vice President)

218.

Prasanna Ku. Panda

219.

Jaladhar Dalabehera

220.

Madhab Ch. Jena

221.
222.

Ananta Sethi
(Vice President)
Gokula Ch. Maharana

223.

Arakhita Sahoo

At / Po – Gadapokhari
Via – Badamba
Dist – Cuttack
Ph. - 9439861311
At / Po – Badakandla,
Via – Bodabhua
Dist – Cuttack
At / Po – Gopopur,
Via – Bodabha,
Dist – Cuttack
Mob - 9437517948
At / Po – Narasinghpur
Via – Badabha,
Dist – Cuttack
At/ Po – Bodabha
Via – Gopapur
Dist – Cuttack, Pin - 754031
Mob – 9777883471
Diakonia, Cuttack
Athagarh, Cuttack
Snehaabhiyan
At / Po – Jagatsinghpur
Dist – Jagatsinghpur
‐
Do Orissa Jungle Manch,
Bhubaneswar – 1
Email:orissajunglemanch@yahoo.in.
Mob - 9853687761
At – Gochhabari,
Po – Badasinghanaga
Via – Dashpala
Dist – Nayagar,
Pin - 752084
At – Haripur,
Po – Chamundia,
Via – Gania, Dist – Nayagarh
Pin – 752085
Ph – 9439752164
Jungle Surakhita Mahasangha
Dist – Nayagarh
Mob – 9556185345
At – Hariharpur
Jungle Suraksha Mahasangha
Dist – Nayagarh
Mob – 9658741990
Nayagarh Jungle Suraksha Mahasngha,
At / Po – Daspalla,
Dist – Nayagarh
At / Po – Balugaon
Dist – Nayagarh
Mob – 9237171600
Vasundhara, Ranpur
Dist – Nayagarh
At – Nandapur
Dist - Nayagarh
At – Krishballhabpur
Sanagarh, Ranpur
Dist – Nayagarh
Secretary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

‐

Do -

‐

Do -

Yes

Yes

224.

Maheswar Rana

225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.

Bhagirathi Maharana
Hrusikesh Pradhan
Bhikari Pradhan
Krishna Ch. Nayak
Rahula Nayak
Gopal Ch. Khuntia

231.
232.

Jajpur

233.
234.

Jugal Kishore Pradhan
Rajkishore Ray
Kanhu Ch. Swain

Mayurbhanj

Balaram Singh

235.

Faguram Murmu

236.

Santosh Ku. Mahanta

237.

Bishnunath Pusti

238.

Manoranjan Choudhury

239

Ragendranath Pusty

240.

Indra Palai

241.

Ramai Tudu

242.

Hagal Ho

243.

Ganga Ho

244.

Rusha Ho

245.

Bidyadhara Mohanta

Maa Maninaga Jungle Surakhya Parishad,
Ranpur,
Dist – Nayagarh
Krishnaballabhapur
Nayagarh
‐
Do Nathapur, Nayagarh
Dhamada, Nayagarh
‐
Do Jamugarh, Nayagarh
At – Kotapokhari
Po – Kulosar,
Dist - Nayagarh
Maa Maninag Jungle Surakhya Parishad
Shikharpur, Nayagarh
At – Patapur, Po – Undalba
Dist – Jajpur
At – Makhu
Po – Mahisan
Dist – Jajpur
At – Ahari
Po – Hatigarh, K. C. Pur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Jandapal
Po – Jandapal
Via – K. C. Pur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Bagdia
Po – Gaudadiha
Via – Baripada
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Duvia
Po – Tasarada
Via – K.C. Pur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
CREFTDA
At / Po – Khunta
Via – Baripada,
Dist – Mayurbhanj,
At – Duvia
Po – Tasarada
Via – K.C. Pur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At / Po – Budhikhamari
Via – K.C. Pur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At / Po – Sapanchuha
Via – Basipitha
Dist - Mayurbhanj
At – Ambadiha Colony
Po – Udala
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Ambadiha Colony
Po – Udala
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Ambadiha Colony
Po – Udala
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Sikaghati

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

246.

Dhaneswar Mahanti

247.

Shakti Dehuri

248.

Sagar Ho

249.

Tusarkanti Marandi

250.

Bhanja Pusty

251.

Samuel Nag

252.

Dilip Mohanta

253.

Pratap Chandra Patra

254.

Ashish Kumar Mohanta

255.
256.

Balesore

Prakash Sahoo
Jogendra Behera

257.

Purna Ch. Sahu

258.

Sankarsan Barik

259.
260.

Angul

Pandu Munda
Lokanatha Borgia

261.

Sidheswar Dehury

262.
263.
264.
265.
266.

Nenkuri Dehury
Prasanna Ku. Behera
Sushil Ku. Pradhan
Jayananda Sah
Golekha Padhan

Po – K.C. Pur
Via – Betanati
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At / Po – Josipur
Via – Josipur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
Mob – 9438709249
At – Kopanda
Po – Matigarh
Via – Jasipur
Dist - Mayurbhanj
At – Jamunagarh
Po – Gurgudia
Via – Jasipur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At / Po – Jasipur
Mayurbhanj
Mob – 9438556895
At – Sanuski
Po – Barehipani
Via – Jasipur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Kukurbhuka
Po – Astak Kumar
Via – Jasipur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Sanunai
Po – Dangapila
Via – Tata
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At / Po – Mahuldiha
Via – Thakurmunda
Dist - Mayurbhanj
MASS
At / Po – Baripada,
Dist – Mayurbhanj
‐
Do At / Po – Nilgiri
Dist - Balesore
At / Po – Narampur
Via – Sajanagarh
Dist – Balasore
At / Po – Mangalpur
Dist – Balasore
Mob – 9438519009
K.J.R.
At – Torova
Po – Jagannathpur
Via – Hulursinga
Dist – Angul
At – Asanabahala
Po – Jagannathpur
Via – Hulursinga
Dist – Angul
‐
Do Tamrit Colony, Angul
At / Po – Tainsi, Angul
At / Po – Tainis, Angul
At – Tarava,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

267.
268.

Kunar Sethi
Sripati Sinko

269.
270.

Sibaram Haibru
Dam Hembram

271.

Basta Soren

272.

Rabindra Kumar Sahoo

273.

Narendra Ringul

274.

Sibil Tiria

275.

Bhaskar Nayak

276.

Rama Murmu

277.

Ramesh Ch. Nayak

278.

Bholu Nayak

279.

Pradeep Ku. Behera

280.
281.
282.

Sarat Sahoo
Kali Charan Sahoo
Dusmanta Sahoo
Rasanda Sahoo

283.

Boudh

Aruna Prasad Dehudi

284.

Suryamani Panda

285.

Ananta Charan Kheti

286.
287.
288.
289.

Dibya Sankar Raut
Lingaraj Mahakuda
Ashok Ku. Gheebik
Pradeep Ku. Kanhar

290.
291.

Kailash Ch. Sahoo
Debaraj Rath

Po – Jagannathpur
Dist – Angul
‐
Do At / Po – Munduribeda
P.S. – Khamar
Dist – Angul
‐
Do At / Po – Halabira
Po – Hanurunpur
Dist – Angul
At – Atabira
Post – Hanurunpur
Centre for Dev. Service (CDP)
At / Po – Banarpal
Dist – Angul
Ph. – 9238908013
At – Rangiapal
Po – Ingidi
Via – Khamar
Dist – Angul
At – Rengala Munda
Po – Injidi
Via – Khamar, Dist – Angul
Pin – 759118
SEDP, Pallahara
Dist – Angul
At – Atabira,
Po – Hanumanpur
Dist – Angul
At – Bul, Po – Derenga
Dist – Angul
At – Sapakata
Po – Hanumanpur
Dist – Angul
At – Badmal, Po –Katada
Dist – Angul
‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do At / Po – Durgapur
Via – Kishore ganju
Dist - Angul
AVIYAN
At / Po – Madhapur
Pin – 762012
Dist – Boudh
YCDA
At / Po – Baunsuni,
Dist – Boudh
Zilla Jungle Manch
Boudh
‐
Do ‐
Do D.F.O., Boudh
At / Po – Madhapur
Dist – Boudh
Mob – 9438259762
Boudh
At/Po – Madhapur

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.

Kesan Chandra Pradhan
Mandharaj Mallick
Susil Ku Dehury
Antayami Kanhar
Surjaykanti Kanhar
Kunti Mallick
Ashan Majhi

299.

Rajendra Sahoo

300.

Kandhamal

Junash

301.
302.
303.
304.

Mukundadev Baliarsingh
Pramod Pattanaik
Ajaya Mahanty
Dhaneswar Patra

305.

Bibinika Pradhan

306.
307.

Basanta Routroy
Panchanan Mishra

308.
309.

Varati Mundigad
Antima Nayak

310.

Duryodhan Mallick

311.

Dillip Pradhan

312.

Gopinath Kanhar

313.

Suresh Ch. Kanhar

314.

Gopinath Kanhar

315.

Damodar Kanhar

316.

Kendujhar

Ratnakar Jhanga

317.
318.
319.

Sasmita Sahoo
Srichanda Baradi
Rabindra Juang

320.

Gouranga Juang

321.

Prasanna Ku. Behera

Boudh
‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do At – Gurubi
Po – Madhapur
Dist – Boudh
At/ Po – Adenigarh
Dist – Boudh
At / Po – Daringbadi
Dist – Kandhamal
Dist – Kandhamal
SEVA BHARATI
”
Jaila Itamu / ODISHA ADIBASI
ADHIKAR AVIYAN
Ekta Parishad, Kotgarh
Dist – Kandhamal
‐
Do At / Po – Sudrukunk
Dist – Kandhamal
At / Po – Kandhamal
At / Po – Raikia
Dist – Kandhamal
At / Po – Gundhuni
Dist – Kandhamal
At / Po – Gundhuni
Dist - Kandhamal
Vill – Batabahali
Po – Bayandapada
Dist - Kandhamal
At – Gabarnala
Po – Pahinaju
Dist – Kandhamal
At – Sartagarh
Po – Tudipaju
Dist – Kandhamal
Vill – Danginendi
Dist – Kandhamal
At – Guptaganga
Po – Gonasika
Via – Shakati
Dist – Kendujhar
Pin – 758018
Kendujhar
Kendujhar, PRAKALPA
At – Talaraidiha
Po – Barhagah,
Via – Suakati, Keonjhar
Pin – 758018
At – Talaraidiha
Po – Gonasika
Dist – Keonjhar
Pin – 758018
At – Gopapur
Po – Taramakanta

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

322.

Sukra Katei

323.

Basanta Behera

324.

Dasarathi Juang

325.

Birabar Naik

326.

Janaki Pradhan

327.

Narahari Nayak

328.

Magata Nayak

329.

Baman Thakur

330.

Tamal Padhan

331.
332.

Dashrathi Senapang
Sirish Chandra Singh
Samant

333.

Paresh Dangua

334.
335.

Pandu Munda
Kedarnath Aruk

336.

Nilambar Pradhan

337.

Birakishore Katei

338.

Rasananda Barik

339.
340.
341.

Indramani Pradhan
Smt. Nandini Pradhan
Basanta Ku. Mallik

Dhenkanal

Block – Banspal
Dist – Keonjhar
At – Baitarani Bhuyan
Po – Karangadihi
Block – Banspal
Dist – Keonjhar
CYSD, DRO, Keonjhar
Mob – 9437651007
At / Po – Guptaganga
Dist – Keonjhar
Pin – 758018
Banabasi Chetana Mandal
At / Po – Gonasika
Via – Suakati
Dist – Kendujhar
Pin – 758018
WORD
At – Khajuria , Po – Akul
Via – Sirigida
Dist – Keonjhar
At – Bena
Po – Khuntapada
Via – Telkoi
Dist – Keonjhar
At – Kadupada
Po – Dobalapal
Via – Telkoi
Dist – Keonjhar
Bayakumutia
Bahala, Kendujhar
At / Po – Karanjadihi
Keonjhar,
At / Po – Jatra, Banspal Block, Keonjhar
WOSCA,
At / Po – Mandua
Dist – Keonjhar, 758074
PRAKALPA
At – Murusuan
Po – Talakadakada
Dist – Keonjhar
Mob – 9439389574
K.J.R. (PRAKALPA)
PRAKALPA, Keonjhar
Mob – 9437652944
At – Uchamadihi
Dist – Keonjhar
Mob – 9439590028
At – Uchamadihi
Dist – Keonjhar
At – Marasuan
Po – Tatakadakata
Dist – Keonjhar
Keonjhar
Keonjhar
At – Chitapur
Po – Mandar
Via – Gondia
Dist – Dhenkanal

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

342.

Lalmohan Murmu

343.
344.
345.
346.
347.

Sovan Marandi
Baishakhu Munda
Guru Charan Tiria
Tuna Acharya
Arun Hembram

348.

Salkha Murmu

349.

Ramesh Ch. Judge

350.
351.

Govinda Bankira
Rupa Pengua

352.

Ghana Jaja

353.

Benudhar Mahapatra

Sl.
No.

List of Media People
Name of the Person

Pratap

1

Bibhuti Barik

2

Prabhat Ku. Naik

3.

Labanya Jyoti

4.

Nalini Ku. Rout

5.

Anikudha Pati

6.

S. Rajeev Gourab

7.

Prabhakar Jayasingh

8.

•

Adivasi Chetana Sangathan
Parjang, Dhenkanal
‐
Do ‐
Do ‐
Do Parjang, Dhenkanal
At / Po – Kamardubalitera
Dist – Dhenkanal
At – Phuljhar
Po – Kandhra
Via – Kankdahad
Dist – Dhenkanal
At – Khanda
Po – Ghagramunda
Via – Parjang
Dist – Dhenkanal
‐
Do At – Ghagramunda
Block – Kankadahada
Via – Parjang
Dist – Dhenkanal
At / Po – Vejia
Dist – Dhenkanal
ASHA
Jadapal, Kamakhyanagar,
Dhenkanal

Name of the Media

ETV News,
Bhanjaprabha Building, BBSR
The TELEGRAPH, BBSR
KANAK TV, BBSR
Mob – 9178467052
9861938948
naikprabhat@gmail.com.
SANMARG Newspaper
334, Laxmisagar
Mob – 9437290331
Labanya12@gmail.com.
Fax – 0674 – 2571781
KHABAR
Email : dilu2008@gmail.com
Mob – 9861936385
DHARITRI
dharitri@gmail.com.
Mob – 9040100469
Odisha Bhaskar
srajeevgourab@yahoo.com
Mob – 9778982754
SURYAPRABHA
pravakar2009@gmail.com.
Mob - 9778334258

There are a number people, who could not register themselves during the registration.

